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Abstract. Various sophisticated finite element models for surface water fl.ow exist in the litera
ture. Gray, Kolar, Luettich, Lynch and Westerink have developed a hydrodynamic model based on 
the generalized wave continuity equation (GWCE) formulation, and have formulated a Galerkin finite 
element procedure based on combining the GWCE with the nonconservative momentum equations. 
Numerical experiments suggest that this method is robust, accurate and suppresses spurious oscil
lations which plague other models. We analyze a slightly modified Galerkin model which uses the 
conservative momentum equations (CME). For this GWCE-CME system of equations, we present an 
a priori error estimate based on an C,2 projection. 
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1. Introduction. In recent years, there has been much interest in the numerical 
solution to shallow water equations. Simulation of shallow water systems can serve 
numerous purposes. First, it can serve as means for modeling tidal fluctuations for 
those interested in capturing tidal energy for commercial purposes. Second, these 
simulations can be used to compute tidal ranges and surges such as tsunamis and 
hurricanes caused by extreme earthquake and storm events. This information can be 
used in the development planning of coastal areas. Finally, the shallow water hydro
dynamic model can be coupled to a transport model in considering flow and transport 
phenomenon, thus making it possible to study remediation options for polluted bays 
and estuaries, to predict the impact of commercial projects on fisheries, to model 
freshwater-saltwater interactions, and to study allocation of allowable discharges by 
municipalities and by industry in meeting water quality controls. 

The 2-dimensional shallow water equations are obtained by depth ( or vertical) 
averaging of the continuum mass and momentum balances given by the 3-dimensional 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Shallow water equations can be used to study 
flow in fluid domains whose bathymetric depth is much smaller than the characteristic 
length scale in the horizontal direction. We denote by t( x, t) the free surface elevation 
over a reference plane and by hb( x) the bathymetric depth under that reference plane 
so that H(z, t) = ~ + hb is the total water column (see Figure 1). Also, we denote by 
U(z, t), V(z, t) the depth-averaged horizontal velocities. Letting v =(UH, V Hl, the 
2-dimensional governing equations, in operator form (10], are the primitive continuity 
equation (CE) 

CE(~, U, V; hb) 
at - + v'·v = 0 at ' 
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FIG. 1. Definition of elevation and bathymetry 

and the primitive non-conservative momentum equations (NCME), as derived by Wes
terink et al [24], 

NCME(€,U,V;~) - !t(;)+(;-v) ;+1'b1(;)+kxfc(;) 

1 1 
+g\7€ - HEh V•Vv - H Tws + Vpa - gVr, = 0, 

where <l> = ( hb, TbJ, le, g, Eh, r ws, Pa, T/ ). In particular, TbJ( e, U, V) is a bottom friction 
function, k is a unit vector in the vertical direction, le is the Coriolis parameter, g is 
acceleration due to gravity, Eh is the horizontal eddy diffusion/ dispersion (constant) 
coefficient, T ws is the applied free surface wind stress relative to the reference density of 
water, Pa(z, t) is the atmospheric pressure at the free surface relative to the reference 
density of water, and r,( a:, t) is the Newtonian equilibrium tide potential relative to 
the effective Earth elasticity factor. The primitive conservative momentum equations 
(CME) are derived from the NCME as 

CME= H(NCME) + v(CE)/H = 0. 

The numerical procedure used to solve the shallow water equations must resolve 
the physics of the problem without introducing spurious oscillations or excessive nu
merical diffusion. Westerink et al [24] note a need for greater grid refinement near 
land boundaries to resolve important processes and to prevent energy from aliasing. 
Permitting a high degree of grid flexibility, the finite element method is a good candi
date. 

There has been substantial effort over the past two decades in applying finite el
ement methods to the CE coupled with either the NCME or the CME. Early finite 
element simulations of shallow water systems were plagued by spurious oscillations. 
Various methods were introduced to eliminate these oscillations through artificial dif
fusion [15, 20]. These methods were generally unsuccessful due to excessive damping 
of physical components of the solution. Recently, Agoshkov et al (2, 4, 3] have inves
tigated a finite element approximation, where the velocity field is approximated by 
piecewise linear polynomials and the elevation is approximated by the same functions 
plus some additional ones. They have studied the effects of various boundary condi
tions, and proven stability of various time discretization schemes for a linearized con
tinuity equation-momentum equation system. In this paper, we will examine a finite 
element approximation to a modified shallow water model described below. Computa
tional and experimental evidence in the literature suggest that this formulation leads 
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to approximate solutions with reduced oscillations. Moreover, these approximate so
lutions have accurately matched actual tidal data. This modified shallow water model 
is based on a reformulation of the CE, which we now describe. 

1.1. Historical Development of the Wave Continuity and Generalized 
Wave Continuity Equations. In 1979, Lynch and Gray [12] derived the wave con
tinuity equation (WCE) from the mass and momentum conservation equations, 

_ 8(CE) 
WCE(!, U, V; 4>) = fit - v'·(CME) + r(CE) = 0, 

as a means to eliminate oscillations without resorting to numerical damping. Here, 
r(x, t) is a non-linear friction coefficient. In this shallow water formulation, the WCE 
is then coupled to either the CME or the NCME. The equivalence of this model to 
the more standard one based on the CE is discussed in [10]. 

This formulation has led to the development of robust finite element algorithms for 
depth-integrated coastal circulation models. The WCE approach has motivated a sub
stantial computational and analytical effort [5, 6, 12, 16]. Using Fourier phase/space 
analysis of the linearized WCE-ME system of equations, Foreman [6] and Kinnmark 
[10] prove that the WCE formulation suppresses spurious oscillations of the numerical 
solution, and is capable of capturing "2~x" waves. The WCE formulation has also 
motivated substantial field applications; see [9], [7], [8], [13], [14], (17], [18], [22], [23], 
[19]. These studies have demonstrated the advantage of the WCE formulation for 
finite element applications in terms of achieving both a high level of computational 
accuracy and efficiency. 

The generalized wave continuity equation (GWCE) [10] is essentially the same as 
the WCE except that multiplication of the continuity equation by r is replaced with 
multiplication by some general function that may be independent of time. Westerink 
and Luettich [11] chose to replacer by a time-independent positive constant r0 • Their 
version of the GWCE is given by 

(1) ~:;+To~~ -v-[v· (!vv) + (k x fcv) 
-( 1'o - 1'bf )v + H gv'{ + Eh v'~~ - Tws + Hv'pa - H gv'17] = 0. 

This choice of 7'0 yields a system of time-independent matrices when the GWCE is 
discretized in time using a three-level implicit scheme for linear terms. (Here and in 
the equations below we have used tensor notation, reviewed in Appendix A.) 

(2) 

The GWCE can be coupled to the CME, given by 

~: + v'· (!vv) + 1'/,JV + (k X fcv) + Hgv'! 

-Eh v'·v'v - Tws + Hv'pa - Hgv'17 = 0, 

or to the NCME. A finite element simulator based on the GWCE-NCME, which uses 
same-order polynomials to approximate elevation and velocity unknown, has been 
developed by Luettich, et al. In [11], it was demonstrated that the approximations 
generated by this simulator accurately matched tidal data taken from the English 
Channel and southern North Sea. 
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To date, no formal convergence analysis of finite element approximations to the 
WCE or GWCE combined with either the NCME or the CME exists in the literature. 
In this -paper, we analyze the coupled GWCE-CME system of equations for a Galerkin 
finite element approximation in space and continuous time. 

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. In section 2 we detail the assumptions 
we will need in our analysis. We also introduce the weak formulation associated with 
the GWCE-CME system of equations. In section 3, we introduce the finite element 
approximation to the weak solution. In section 4, we derive an a priori error estimate 
based on an £ 2 projection. 

2. Preliminaries. 

2.1. Notation and Definitions. For the purpose of our analysis, we define 
some notation used throughout the rest of this paper. 

Let n be a bounded domain in IR.2 and z= (x1 ,x2 ) E IR.2. 
The £ 2 inner product is denoted by 

where "<>" here refers to either multiplication, dot product, or double dot product 
as appropriate. We denote the £ 2 norm by 11·11 = ll·ll.c2(n) = (·,·)1

/
2

. In lRn,o: = 
( o:1 , ... , o:n) is an n-tuple with nonnegative integer components, 

{)Oil {)Oln 
DOI = DlOll ••• DOln = __ ... __ 

n ax? ax~" 

and lod = ~i=l O:i. 

For f any nonnegative integer, let 

be the Sobolev space with norm 

ll·ll·W(O) = ( L IIDOI· 11~2(0)) 

112 

lo,19 

For relevant properties of these spaces, please refer to [1]. C0 (n) is the set of infinitely 
differentiable functions with compact support inn. Also, 1i6(0) denotes the subspace 
of 1i1(n) obtained by completing C0 (0) with respect to the norm ll·llw(n). 

Observe that He are spaces of JR-valued functions. Spaces of lRn-valued func
tions will be denoted in boldface type, but their norms will not be distinguished. 
Thus, .C2 (n) = [£2 (n)]n has norm ll'-Pll 2 = ~i=1 ll<pill 2

; 1i1 (0) = [H1 (n)t has norm 
ll'-Pll~1(n) = ~i=l ~lo,l:::;1 IID0,<pill

2; etc. 

For X, a normed space with norm 11 · I Ix and a map J: [O, T] -+ X, define 

llfll~2((0,T);X) 

I If I I .c00 ((0,T);X) 

= foTIIJ( ·, t)!l2xdt, 

sup II!(·, t)llx
o:::;t:::;T 
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2.2. Variational Formulation. We will consider the coupled system given by 
the GWCE-CME described in Section 1, with the following homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary conditions for simplicity 

(3) 
~(x,t) 
U(x, t) 
V(z, t) 

0, } = o, z E an, t > o, 
0, 

and with the compatible initial conditions 

(4) 

~(z,O) 
~(z,O) 
U(x, 0) 
V(x,0) 

= fo(:c), 
6(:c), 

= Uo(z), 
Vo(x), 

where {)fl is the boundary of fl C IR2 and fi = f'lU8f'l. Extensions to more general land 
and sea boundary conditions will be treated in a later paper. As noted in Kinnmark 
[10], the condition necessary for the solution of the GWCE-CME system of equations 
to be the same as the solution of the primitive form is that 

6(z) = -V·v(z,0). 

The weak form of this system is the following: Fort E (0, T], find ~(x, t) E 1t5(f'l) 
and v(x,t) E 1£6(f'l) such that 

(5) (!:f,v) +ro (!~,v) + (v·{½v2},vv)+((Tb1-ro)v,Vv) 
(a) 

+ (k x fcv, Vv) + (H gV~/ilv) + Eh ( v!!, Vv) 

- (rws, Vv) + (HVpa, Vv)- (HgV'f/, Vv) = 0, Vv E 1t5(f'l), t > 0, 

(6) (~~ ,w) + (v· {½v2
} ,w) + (rbfv,w) + (k x fcv,w) + (HgV~,w) 

(b) 

+Eh (Vv, Vw) - ( Tws, w) + (Hv'pa, w) - (H gV'f/, w) = 0, 

with initial conditions 

(7) 
(~(x, 0), v) 
(~(x,O),v) 
(v(z,O),w) 

(fo(x),v), Vv E 1t5(f'l), 
(~1(x), v), Vv E 1-tli{f'l), 
(vo(z),w), Vw E ?-£6(f'l). 

Here, we have set vo = (HoUo, HoVof. 

Vw E 1£Mn), t > 0, 
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2.3. Some Assumptions. Our analysis requires that we make certain physically 
reasonable assumptions about the solutions and the data. First, we assume for ( x, t) E 
fix(0,T] 

Al the solutions(~, v) to (5)-(7) exist and are unique, 
A2 3 positive constants H* and H* such that H* ~ H(x, t) ~ H*, 

A3 the velocities U( x, t), V( x, t) are bounded, 
A4 a! hb( x) is bounded. 

Assumptio~ A2 is obvious from Figure 1. Dimensional an.alysis as explained in [21] 
accounts for assumption A3. Second, we assume that for ( x, t) E fix (0, T] 

A5 3 positive constants '* and ,* such that '* :::; ghb( x) :::; ,*, 
A6 3 non-negative constants T* and T* such that T* :::; T°bf ~ T*, 

A 7 ( Tbf - To) is bounded, 
AS 3 non-negative constants f* and f* such that f* ~ fc ~ f*, 
A9 Eh is a positive constant, 

AlO Pa(x, t) and its first spatial derivatives are bounded, 
All TJ( x, t) and its first spatial derivatives are bounded. 

Finally, we make the following smoothness assumptions on the initial data and on the 
solutions: 

A12 fo(x) E 1tA(f2), 
A13 6(x) E 1ta(f2), 
A14 vo(x) E 1f.5(f2), 
A15 H(x, ·) E 1t5(f2) n 'Jte(n), t E (0, T), 
A16 v(x, ·) E r£6(f2) n 1-le(n), t E (0, T), 

where k and £ are defined in the next section. 

3. Finite Element Approximation. 

3.1. The Continuous-Time Galerkin Approximation. Let T be a triangu
lation of n into elements Ei, -i = 1, ... , m, with diam(Ei) = hi and h = maJq hi. 
Let Sh denote a finite dimensional subspace of 1ta(f2) defined on this triangulation 
consisting of piecewise polynomials of degree k - 1. Define 1t(f2) = 1t5(f2) n 'Jte(n), 
and assume Sh satisfies the standard approximation property 

(8) 

and the inverse assumption 

(9) 

for k, £ 2: 2, 0 :::; s :::; £ :S k, and where C is a constant independent of h and v. 
We define the continuous-time Galerkin approximations to~. v to be the mappings 

'.:::( x, t) E Sh, T( x, t) E sh for each t > 0 satisfying 

(
{)2'.=: ) (8:::: ) ( { 1 2} ) (10) 8t2 'V + To &t' V + v'· rrr 'v'v + ((Tbf - To)T, v'v) 

(a') 

+ (k X fcT, v'v) + (Ilgv''.:::, v'v) + Eh ( v'~~, v'v) 

- (rws, v'v) + (Ilv'pa, v'v)- (Ilgv'TJ, v'v) = 0, 
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(11) (~~ ,w) + ( v'· {½r2
} ,w) + (T/,JY,w) + (k x fcY,w) + (ITgv'3,w) 

(b') 

+Eh (VY, v'w)- (-rws,w) + (ITv'pa,w) - (ITgv'rJ,w) = 0, 

with boundary conditions 

(12) 3(:i:,t) = 0, } O t > ; Y(:i:, t) = O, 

and with initial conditions 

(13) 
(3(:c,O),v) 

83 (-8t( :c, 0), V) 
(Y(:c,0),w) 

(eo(:i:), v), Vv E Sh(fl), 
(6(:c), v), Vv E Sh(fl), 

= (vo(:c),w), VwESh(Q). 

Here, IT(:c,t) = hb(:c)+3(:c,t). 
We need to make certain assumptions about the Galerkin approximation similar 

to those made about the solution to (5)-(7). In particular, we assume that 
Bl 3 positive constants IT* and IT* such that IT* ::; IT( :i:, t) :s; IT*, 

(14) 

B2 Y is bounded. 

4. A Priori Error Estimate. To £ 2 projections f and v satisfying 

((e-l)(·,t),v) = o, 
((v-v)(·,t),w) = 0, 

Vv E Sh, t ~ 0, 

Vw E Sh,t ~ 0, 

we will compare our finite element approximations 3 and Y which satisfy (10)-(13). 
For the purpose of succinctness in the rest of the paper, we define 

(15) {0: e-f 
<P - v-v, 

'1P ~ e - - -- - ' 
X = Y-v. 

Clearly, e - 3 = 0 - 'if; and v - Y = </>- X· We shall call 0 and </> the projection errors 
and we shall call 'if; and x the affine errors. 

The following results are standard. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ( E £ 2 ((0, T), 1-i(O)) and v E £ 2 ((0, T), ?i(O)) and let (l, v) be 

the corresponding £2 projections defined by (14). And let 0 and</> be defined as above. 
If for some integer J ~ 0 

then 

and 

f)J~ 2 f)Jv 2 
BtJ E £ ((O,T);1i(O)), BtJ ,E £ ((O,T);1i(fl)), 

83
[ 2 ( • h ) 83v 2 ( . h ) BtJ E £ (0, T), S (fl) , BtJ E £ (0, T), S (0) , 

II ($t)3 °1 lo((o,T):W(n)) 

11(:tr <t>\IC2((0,T);1i·(rl)) < Chq-s \\(a)J v\l at C2((0,T);1iq(fl)) 
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for some constant C independent of~, v, h, i and q = min(£, k). 

The following lemma will be needed when we bound the right-hand sides of (18), 
(19), and (20). 

LEMMA 4.2. Let Assumptions A2, Bl hold. There exists constants Q1, Q2 such 
that 

11; - ~ 11 ~ Q1 (11°11 + 111/111) + Q2 (11<1>11 + 11x11). 

Proof. 

11; -~II llv(IT-H);Jv-T)HII 
< 11;nllc

00
(n) IIII- HII + ll~llcoo(o) llv - TII 

Q1112 - ~II+ Q2 llv - r11 
< Q1 (IIOII + 111/111) + Q2 (11<1>11 + llxll). 

Assumptions A2, Bl are used to get the first part of the inequality and assumption 
Bl is used to get the second part of the inequality. D 

We also need the following results. 
LEMMA 4.3. (, v and their first-order spatial derivatives are bounded above in 

.coo(n). 
Proof. Let C denote a generic constant not necessarily the same at evey occur

rence. Let v 1 E sh denote the interpolant of v. Then, by inverse assumptions 

llo°'vllc00 (0) < llo°'v - o°'v1llc00 (n) + ll8°'v1llcoo(n) 
< ch- 1 ll8°'v - 8°'v1II + C 
< ch-1 (ll8°'v - o°'vll + ll8°'v - 8°'v1II) + C 

< Ch- 1 
( Ch2-°' llvlb-l2(n) + Ch2-°' llvllrt2(n)) + C 

< Ch1-°' + C ~ 2C 

for £ 2: 2 and o: = 0, l. Thus 8°'v is bounded above in .C00 (n). A similar argument 
holds in showing that 8°' [ is bounded above in .C00 

( n). D 

Consequently, we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 0 ~ s ~ i ~ k, £, k ~ 2, 1-t = 1-tb(n) n 1-t"-(n). Let(~, v) 

be the solution to (5)-(7). Let (3,T) be the Galerkin approximations to (~,v). If 
~(t) E 1-t(n), v(t) E 1l(n) for each t; if 3(t) E Sh(n), T(t) E Sh(n) for each t; and 
suppose that assumptions A2-All hold; then, 3 a constant C = C(T, k, r) such that 

lla
8
t(~ - 3)11 +II(~ - 3)(·, T) II+ II~ - 3llc2((0 T)-rtl(O)) 

C2 ((0,T);C2 (0)) ' ' 

+ II (v - T)(·, T) II+ llv - Tllc2((0,T);W(O)) ~ Ch"--l · 

In order to obtain an error estimate for ( ~ - 3) and ( v - T), we must first obtain 
an estimate on affine error terms (3 - () and (T - v). Then, with the approximation 
result stated in Lemma 4.1 and with the estimate on the affine error to be obtained 
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in the proof of Theorem 4.4, an application of the triangle inequality will yield an 
estimate for ( ~ - S) and ( v - Y). 

Proof. It will be useful to employ the following expansion of terms ( a )-(b) in 
(5)-(6): 

( v-{ !v2
}, ·) = ( (;-v) v, ·) + (cv-v) ;, ·)- (cvhb·v) ; 2 ,-) - (cv~·v) ; 2 ,-). 

Similarly, the expansion of terms (a')-(b') in (10)-(11) gives 

( v-{ ~Y
2
}, ·) = ( (~-v) Y, ·) + ((V·Y)~, ·)- ((vhb·Y)~, -)- ((VB·Y)~, ·). 

Subtract (5) from (10) and (6) from (11), using the fact that we can write 

( (~·v) (Y-v),·)- ( (;-v) v- (~·v) v,-) 

= ((~·v)x,-)-((;-v)v-(~-v)v,-) 

= ( ( ~ • V) X, ·) - ( ( ;-v) ( V - v) + ( [; - ~] . v) V' -) 

= ( (~·v) x,·)- ( (;-v) q,+ ([;- ~]-v) v,·); 

( V-(r - v)~, ·) - ((V·v); - (V·v) ~, ·) 

= ((V·x)~,-)- ((V·v) ;-(V·v)~,-) 

= ((V·x) ~' ·) - ((V·q>); + (V·v) [; - ~] '·); 

( (v(B -[)-r) ~' ·) - ((V€·v) ; 2 - (V[.r)~, ·) 

= ((V7/J·Y) ~, ·)- ((V€·v) ; 2 - (v[.r)~2 ,-) 

= (<V1·T) ~--)- (<vO-v) ;,.-)-({[;]'- [~r} -vf,-); 
and 

(rrgV(S - [), ·) - ( H g\7€ - ITgV[, ·) = (IIg\77/J, ·)- (n g\7€ - ITgV[, ·) 

= (IIg\77/J, ·)- ( Hg\7(€ - [) + (H - II)gVf,-) 
= (IIg\77/J, ·) - ( H g\70 + 0gV[- 1/;gV[, ·). 

Consequently, we obtain the following GWCE-CME error equations: 

(16) ( ~:t, v) + ro ( ~~, v) + ( (~ •V) X, Vv) + ((V·x) ~, Vv) 
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- ((V?j,,•T) ~2 , v'v) + ((TbJ - ro)x, Vv) + (k x fc-x_, Vv) + (IlgV?j,,, Vv) 

+Eh ( V~~, Vv) + ( ?j,,Vpa, Vv)- ( 1j,,gV77, Vv) 

= ((;-v) ¢,vv) + ([;- ~]-vv,vv) + ((V·<f>) ;,vv) 

+ ((\7-V) [; - ~], \7v)- ({ (; )' - (~)'} ·\7h,, \7v) 
-((VO·v) ;:2 ,vv)-({ (;)2-(~f}·V{,vv) +((n1-ro)<f>,Vv) 

+ (k x fc<P, Vv) + (H gVO, Vv) + (ogV[, Vv) - ( 1/JgV{, Vv) 

+Eh ( v!!, Vv) + (0Vpa, Vv)- (0gV77, Vv), Vv E s\n), t > 0. 

(17) ( ~~, w) + ( (~ •V) X, w) + ( (V·x) ~, w) - (cv?j,,-T) ~, w) 

+ (rbJX, w) + (k x fcX, w) + (IlgV'lp, w) + Eh (Vx, Vw) 

+ ("Pv'Pa,w)- ('lf'gV77,w) 

= ((;-v)<t>,w) + ([;- ~]-vv,w) + ((V·<t>);,w) 
+ ((V•v) [; - ~] ,w) - ( { (; r -(~/} ·Vhb,W) 

- ((VO·v) ; 2 , w) - ( { (; r -(~) 2 } ·V(, w) + (rbJ<P, w) 
+ (k ~ fc<P, w) + (HgV0, w) + (0gV(, w) - ( 'lpgV(,w) 

+Eh (V ¢, Vw) + (0Vpa, w) - (0gV77, w), Vw E sh(Q), t > 0. 

We now choose the test functions employed to obtain the affine error estimate. 
Let r be a positive constant to be chosen. We let v1(·,t) = It e-rs1/J(·,s) ds and 
v2(·,t) = It e-rs %t'lf'(·,s)ds be the test functions in (16). And, we let w = x be the 
test function in (17). 

First, integrate (16)-(17) in time over (0, T] using the test functions above. We 
will see that our choice of test functions for v in ( 16) allow us to circumvent the use of 
Gronwall's Lemma. In using w = x as the test function in (17), we obtain, however, 
a relation to which we apply Gronwall's Lemma. Summing these equations and then 
taking bounds above and below to the result will yield a relation giving an estimate 
of the affine error. 

Thus, we will first investigate the use of v1 and v2 as the test functions in ( 16) 
followed by temporally integrating over (0, T]. Note that v1 (·, T) = 0, v2(·, T) = 
0. Also recall that given c;, the following relations hold: (~,c;) = ½ 1t (11c;ll 2

) and 

½ 1t (e-rt llc;ll 2
) = ½e-rt 1t (llc;ll 2

) - ~e-rt llc;ll 2 
• 
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Now, consider the first two terms of (16). When v = v1, we obtain 

{T ({)21/) ) 
lo [)t2 'Vt dt = - laT (~~, ~l) dt+ (~~,vi)I: = fo\-rt (~~,1/J) dt 

= ! {T j_ (e-rt ll1/Jll2) dt + :_ {Te-rt ll1/Jll2dt 
2 lo dt 2 }o 

~e-rT 111/J(·, T)ll2 + i laT e-rt ll1/Jll2dt; 

T 0 foT ( ~~, V1) dt = -T0 foT ( 1/J, f)~l) dt = T0 laT e-rt ll1/Jll2dt. 

The first equalities above result from temporal integration by parts. We also have 
from the diffusion term upon integrating by parts in time: 

We are also able to manipulate the eighth term in (16) by using the definition of v1 

as follows: 

Similarly, using v = v2 as the test function in ( 16) followed by temporally inte
grating over (0, T] yields 

The first equality below follows from the definition of v2 : 
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rEh ~ lT rt lT -rs 82'1j; d 2 +- LJ e e -- s dt 
2 i=l o t 8t8xi 

~ht. llf ,~" ~~~i dsll' 
+ rEh t rT ert II rT e-rs a2'1j; dsll2 dt. 

2 i=l lo lt 8t8xi 

The temporal integration of terms ( ;f, x) , ( TbJX, x), Eh (Vx, Vx) in (17) are straight
forward. 

Using v1(·,t) = J{ e-rs'lj;(-,s) ds as the test function in (16), integrating in time 
over (0, T], and using the relations above yields 

(18) !e-rTll1P(·, T)ll2 + (r + 2ro) rT e-rt ll1Pll2dt + 'Y* t II rT e-rs 8'1j; dsll2 
2 2 lo 2 i=l lo 8xi 

2 lT 1T 8•1, 2 lT +r7*L ert e-rs __ '+'ds dt+Eh e-rtflV'1j;ll2dt 
2 i=l o t 8xi o 

~ - foT ( (~ •V) X, Vv1) dt - foT ((V·x) ~, Vv1) dt + foT ((V'lj;·T):2, Vv1) dt 

- rT (( Tbj - To)X, Vv1) dt - lT (k X !ex, Vv1) dt - rT ('E.gV'lj;, Vv1) dt 
lo • o lo 

- foT ( 'lj;Vpa, Vv1) dt + foT ( 'lj;gVry, v'v1) dt 

+ foT ( (;-v) cf>, Vv1) dt + foT ([; - ~]-vv, v'v1) dt + foT ((V·cf>) ;, Vv1) dt 

+ laT ((V,ij) [; - ~], Vv1) dt - foT ( { [; r -[~r} ·Vhb, Vv1) dt 

+ 1T((V0·v);2 ,Vv1) dt- foT({[;r-[~r}·V[,Vv1) dt 

+ foT((TbJ - To)cf>, Vv1) dt + 1T(k X fee/>, Vv1) dt 

+ fo\HgV0, Vv1) dt + foT (0gV[, Vv1) dt - foT ('lj;gv'[, Vv1) dt 

+Eh foT(v:~,Vv1) dt+ 1T(0Vpa,v'v1)dt- foT(0gVry,Vv1)dt 

= (A1 +···+AB)+ (A+···+ As). 

Here, A denotes an affine error term and P denotes a projection error term. 

We will explore the nonlinear terms appearing in the right-hand side of (18) in 
more detail. We will make exhaustive use of the AGMI. 

The bounds on A1 , A2 and on A3 result from using the Holder Inequality (HI), 
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the AGMI as well as Assumptions A9, Bl, B2: 

The bound on A4 results from the HI and Assumption A 7: 

A4 < €4 foT e-rt llxll2dt + 4~4 llibJ - Toll~oo((O,T);Coo(n)) 1T ert IIVv1ll2dt 

< i llxlli2((0,T);C2(0)) + llibJ - Toll~oo((O,T);Coo(O)) lT ert ll\7v1ll
2
dt. 

The bound on As results from the HI and Assumption A8: 

As < Es {Te-rt llxll2dt + -1 (!*)2 {T ert IIVv1ll2dt 
lo 4Es lo 

< i llxlli2((0,T);O(O)) + (!*)2 foT ert IIVv1ll
2
dt. 

The bound for A6 follows from the HI, the AGMI, and Assumptions A9, Bl: 

A6 < f6 foT e-rt JJv7-ipJJ 2dt + 
4
~

6 
JJ3gll~oo((o,T);.C°"(O)) foT ert llv'v1IJ 2dt 

- ~; foT e-rt ll\7-it,Jl2dt + :h ll3gll~oo((O,T);C°"(rl)) foT ert Jlv'v1ll2dt. 

The bounds for A 7 and for As follow from the HI, the AGMI, and Assumptions 
AlO, All: 

A1 < €7 lT e-rt Jl-it,ll2dt + 4~7 IJv'paJJ~oo((O,T);Coo(n)) lT ert 1iv'v1JJ2dt 

-
T 0 f T -rt 2 21 2 {T rt I J 2 
21 lo e 1l'1/JII dt + 4To llv'Pallcoo((O,T);Coo(n)) lo e I v'v1 I dt; 

As < Es foT e-rt Jl'1/Jll2dt + 4~s llg\7171!~00((0,T);Coo(n)) lT ert Jlv'v1ll2dt 

- ;~ 1T e-rt lli/,ll2dt + ::o !Jg'\i'77ll~oo((O,T);Coo(n)) 1T ert i1Vv1ll
2
dt. 
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From the HI, the AGMI, and Assumptions A2, A3, we obtain the following upper 
bound on the projection error terms P1 and P3. 

< 

+ 

< 

+ 

P4 = 

< 

+ 

< 

+ 

The bound for P5 results from the HI, the AGMI, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3 and 
Assumptions A2, A3, A4, Bl, B2: 
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From the HI, the AGMI, and Assumption A2,A3, we obtain the following upper 
bound on the projection error term P6 : 

P6 = foT (C'vO·v) ; 2, Vv1) dt 

< E~ llv'Oll~2((0,T);C2(11)) + 4~ 11;: 11
2 

1T ert llv'v1ll~2(n) dt 
6 C00 ((0,T);.l<'°(11)) o 

- 1

1

2 llv'Oll~2((0,T);C2(1l)) + 31 ;: 11
2 

1T ert llv'v1ll~2(n) dt. 
C00 ((0,T);C 00 (11)) o 

The bound for P7 results from the HI, the AGMI, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3, and 
Assumptions A2, A3, Bl, B2: 

P1 = - foT ( { [;r -[~r} ·V(, Vv1) dt 

= - for ( { [; - ~] [; + ~] + [rv ;Ilvr] }-v(, v'v1) dt 

< E~a foT e-rt IIBll2dt + E~b foT e-rt l11/ill2dt + E~c foT e-rt ll<Pll2dt + E~d foT e-rt llxll2dt 

+8E~e foT e-rt llxl\2dt + 4E~f foT e-rt \lq,\\2dt 

+~(Qi+ Qi+ Q~ + Q~) II[~+ r] ·v'~l2 {T ert llv'v1ll2dt 
4 E~a E~b E~c E~d H II ~ J C"°((0,T);C"°(O)) Jo 
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2 II v[ll 2 
1 II v[ll 2 

+T HIT ll<i>ll~00 ((0,T);.C00 (!1)) + T HIT llvll~oo((O,T);.COO(f2)) . 
7e .Coo((O,T);.C00 (!1)) 7f .C 00 ((0,T);.C00 (!1)) 

- 4
1
2 foT e-rt IIBll2dt + ;~ foT e-rt ll1Pll

2
dt + 8~ foT e-rt ll<i>ll

2
dt + ¼ llxll~2((0,T);.C2(f2)) 

+2 llxll~2((0,T);L:2(n)) + : 1 114>11}2((0,T);O(n)) 

+-41 (42Qi + 21Qi + 82Q~ + 4Q~) II [Hv + rIT]-veil2 IT ert llv'v1ll2dt 
To ~ I .C00 ((0,T);.Coo(f2)) Jo 

+8 II;~ 11

2 

ll<i>ll}oo((O,T);.Coo(n)) + 8211 ;~ 11

2 

llvll}oo((O,T);.Coo(n)) . 
.c00 ( (o,T);.C 00 (n)) .c00 ( (o,T) ;.C00(n)) 

Term P 8 is treated similarly to .A4 and term Pg is treated similarly to .As if, for both, 
we treat q, like X, and let E~ = E; = f2. 

From the HI, the AGMI, and Assumption A2 we obtain the the following upper 
bound on the projection error term P10. 

Pio = foT (H gv'0, "vv1) dt 

< E~o 11v011~2((0,T);.C2(f2)) + 4:~o IIH 9ll~oo((O,T);.COO(f2)) foT ert IIVv1ll
2
dt 

- 1
1
2 11v011~2((0,T);£2(f2)) + 3 IIHgll~oo((O,T);.Coo(n)) foT ert IIVv1ll

2
dt. 

Obtaining bounds on Pn, on Pi2, and on P 13 are straightforward, upon applying 
HI, AGMI, and additionally applying Lemma 4.3 to Pn and Pi2: 

Pn = foT (0gv'[, "vv1) dt 

< E' e-rt 0 2dt V ert Vv 2dt 1T 1 II ~1 2 1T 11 0 II II + 441 g ~ .coo((O,T);.coo(n)) 0 II 111 

< ;211011~2((0,T);O(O)) + 221 llgv'~1:oo((O,T);.Coo(f2)) loT ert llv'v1ll2dt; 

Pi2 = - foT (-ipgv'(, v'v1) dt 

< E' e-rt 2dt V ert v'v 2dt 1T 1 II ~1 2 1T 12 0 ll1PII + 4€~2 9 ~ .coo((O,T);.Coo(n)) 0 II 111 

- To 1T -rt ll1Pll2d 21 II v~l2 1T rt IIV 112d. 21 O e t + 4T
0 

g .C 00 ((0,T);.Coo(f2)) o e Vl t, 

P13 = Eh for ( v!:, Vv1) dt 

< 2, II 80w 1 laT rt11v 112d EhE13 V- + -, e v1 t 
Ot £2((0,T);L:2(!1)) 4E13 0 

- El !Iv &0 w + 1T ert llv'v1ll2dt. 
4 at C2((0,T);L:2(f2)) o 
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Term P14 is treated similarly to A1 and term Pis is treated similarly to As if, for 
both, we treat O like 1/J and let £~5 = £~6 = l2. 

Using v2( ·, t) = J/ e-r s %t 1/J( ·, s) ds as the test function in ( 16), integrating in time 
over (0, T], and using the relations above yields 

(19) foT e-rtll~~wdt+e-rT~ll1/J(·,T)ll2+r~ foT e-rtll1/Jll2dt 

2 T 2 2 2 T T fj2 2 
+ Eh L r e-rs~ds + rEh L r ert 1 e-rs__j_ds dt 

2 i=l lo ataxi 2 i=l lo t ataxi 

= - foT((~·V)x,Vv2) dt- foT((V·x)~,Vv2) dt+ foT((V1/J·T)~,Vv2) dt 

- foT((TbJ - To)X, Vv2) dt - foT(k X !ex, Vv2) dt - foT(ITgV1/J, Vv2) dt 

- foT ( 1/JVpa, Vv2) dt + laT ( 1/JgVTJ, Vv2) dt 

+ foT((;-v)<b,Vv2) dt+ foT([;- ~]-vv,Vv2) dt 

+ foT ((V·<p) ;, Vv2) dt + foT ((V·v) [; - ~], Vv2) dt 

- foT ( { [; r -[~r} ·Vhb, Vv2) dt 

+ foT((VO·v);2,Vv2) dt- foT({[;r-[~r}·Vf,Vv2) dt 

+ laT((TbJ - r0 )<p, Vv2) dt + laT(k x fe'P, Vv2) dt + laT(HgVO, Vv) dt 

+ foT(OgV'{,Vv2 ) dt- foT(1/Jg'v'{,Vv2 ) dt+Eh foT(v~:,Vv2) dt 

+ laT (0Vpa, Vv2) dt - laT (0gVTJ, Vv2) dt 

=(Xi+ ... + Xs) +(Pi+ ... +~). 

The terms on the right-hand side of the inequality are handled as in (18). For affine 
h ~ ~ 11Eh ~ ~ !fl..b. ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1:ll.. N error terms we ave £1 = £2 = 192 , E3 = f6 = 12 , £4 = £5 = 4 , £7 =Es= 21 . ote 

that term As differs from A6 by one term. The upper bound on As follows from 
Assumptions A2, A9: 

As < 4i foT e-rt IIV1/Jll2dt + 
4

~
6 

IIITgll~oo((O,T);t.:'"'(11)) foT ert IIVv2ll 2dt 

~; laT e-rt IIV1/Jll2dt + :h (IT*g)2 laT ert IIVv2ll2dt. 

For projection error terms we have ~ = ~ = A, ;;: = ~ = ~ = ~ = 4\, ~ = ,_,_,_I!J.. ,_,_,_,_,_ 1 ,_,_,_,_,_l 
E4b - E5b - €7b - 21, E2e - E4e - fsc - E5/ - Ere - 82, E2d - E4d - Esc - Ese - f7d - 4, 

'-'- l '-'- 1 '-1:ll.. ,_1 d'-'-'- 1 €8 - Eg - 82, £6 - E10 - 12 • E12 - 21' E13 - 4, an E11 - E14 - E15 - 42 · 
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Using w = x as the test function in ( 17) followed by integration in time over 
(0, T], yields 

(20) ~llx(·, T)ll
2 

+ Eh IIVxlli2((0,T);.c2(n)) + r*llxll~2((0,T);C2(n)) 

~ - foT ( (~ •V) X, x) dt - foT ((V·x) ~' x) dt + foT ((V1/J·T)~' x) dt 

- foT (ITgV1/J, X) dt - foT ( 7/JVpa, X) dt + foT ( 7/JgVTJ, X) dt 

+ foT((;-v)¢,x) dt+ foT([;- ~]-vv,x) dt 

+ laT ((V·¢) ;.x) dt+ laT ((V·v) [;- ~] ,x) dt 

- foT ( { [; r -[~r} ·Vhb, x) dt + foT (\70•v) ; 2 , x) dt 

- foT ( { [; r -[~r} ·V[,x_) dt + r* foT ~ dt + foT(k X fc'P,X) dt 

0 by (14) 

+ foT(HgV0,x)dt+ foT(0gV[,x) dt- foT(?/JgV[,x) dt 

+Eh foT(V<p, Vx_) dt + foT(0Vpa,X) dt - foT(0gV17,x) dt 

= (A1 + A2 + A3) + (A6 + A1 +As) + (P1 + .. · + P1) + (Pg + .. · + Pis) . 

The terms on the right-hand side of the inequality are handled as in (18). Specifically, 
C fli h - - §.&_- - fia. d- - T 1or a ne error terms, we ave E1 = E2 = 128 , f3 = f6 = 12 , an E7 =Es= ti"· 

For projection error terms, we have ~ = ~ = /8, f;a = f~a = f~a = f;a = l2, 
,J - 7 - 7 - 7 - I.P.. 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 1 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 c2b - c4b - csb - c7b - 21' c2c - c4c - tsc - "-Sf - "-7c = 82' "'2d - c4d - "-Sc - "Se = 
,_1 ,_1 ,_,_1 '-I.P.. d7_, , 1 A· b 
f1d - 4, fg - 82' f6 - f10 - 12' f12 - 21, an tu - f14 = E1s = 42· gam, o serve 
that term A6 differs from A6 by one component and is thus treated similarly to .A;, 
in (19). Also, the treatment of term P13 differs slightly from the treatment of the 
corresponding terms in the previous equations: 

We now define some constants that succinctly emphasize the need for assumptions 
A2-All and Bl, B2 in taking upper bounds of (18), (19), and (20). Let 

M1 = (21 + ;;J 
M - 311r2112 

2 - Eh W .C°"((O,T);C''"(rl)) 

J • 
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M3 = 9 /I}: I l~oo((O,T);C=(O)) +3 II *ll:"°((O,T);Coo(n)/3 I IH 9ll~00 ((0,T);C00 (0)) 

M - 1 + 43117'. 112 + (!*)2 + ..J!L II r 112 4 - 2 o - T°bf C00 ((0,T);C00 (0)) llEh I1 coo((O,T);COO(fl)) 

Ms = * ll2gll~oo((o,T);C00 (0)) 

M6 = i(II*g)2 

M1 = i (M1Qi + 43Q~) IIVvll~oo((O,T);COO(fl)) + ~1 (J*)2 

Ms = ½ (M1Qf + 43Q~) (llvhb· [i + I] 11:°"((0,T);COO(fl)) + llvf [¼+I] 11:°"((0,T);L:00(n)J 
Mg = ½M1 (iiv'Pall~00 ((0,T);C''°(O)) + llg'v1Jll~00 ((0,T);L:00 (0)) + llgv'~1:oo((O,T);C°"(O))) 

M10 = (1 I ~'a 11:00((0,T);COO(fl)) + 11 ~11:00((0,T);COO(fl)J ( 8 ll<t>l l~00 ((0,T);C00 (0)) + 82 llvl l~oo((O,T);CC'°(O))) 

Mu = s6Jh I I ?i" ll:00 ((0,T);L:00(0)) 

Consequently, we observe that the right-hand-side of (18) can be bounded by 

(21) To IT e-rt ll1/Jll2dt + Eh IT e-rt IIV1/Jll2dt 
3 lo 6 lo 

2 T T a 2 

+Cv1 ~ lo ert 1 e-rs 0:_ds dt + 
1

2

1 
llxll~2((0,T);C2(0)) 

i=l ' 

llEh 2 1 2 1 2 
+(i411Vxllc2((0,T);C2(n)) + 6 110110((0,T)P(n)) + 6 IIV0llc2((0,T);C2(n)) 

E~ 11 &011
2 

7 2 1 2 +-4 v' ;)t + 41 ll<t>llc2((0 T)·C2(0)) + -6 IIV<f>llc2((0 T)·c2(n)) 
u C2((0,T);C2(f!)) ' ' ' ' 

where Cv1 = (M2 +···+Ms)+ (M1 + · · · + M10). 

The right-hand-side of (19) can be bounded by 

(22) To IT e-rt ll1/Jll2dt + Eh IT e-rt IIV1/Jll2dt 
3 lo 6 lo 

2 IT II IT {)21j,, 112 11 +Cv2 '?; 10 ert lt e-rs 8t8xi ds dt + 2 llxll~2((0,T);C2(0)) 

llEh 2 1 · 2 1 2 
+(i411Vxllo((O,T);C2(0)) + 5110llo((O,T);C2(0)) + 611v011C2((0,T);C2(0)) 

El II 8011
2 

7 2 1 I 2 +-4 V 8t + 41 ll<t>llo((O,T);C2(0)) + -61 V<f>llo((O,T);C2(0)) 
C2((0,T);C2(f!)) 

where Cv2 = (M2 + · · · + M4) + (M6 + · · · + M10). 

Finally, the right-hand-side of (20) can be bounded by 

(23) 
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5. Conclusions. We have analyzed a full nonlinear coupled GWCE-CME system 
of equations. Making physically-realistic assumptions, we derived an a priori error 
estimate of the Galerkin finite element approximations to the solutions of GWCE
CME system of equations, in weak formulation, by using an £ 2 projection. This led 
to a suboptimal estimate. That is, if we use continuous, piecewise polynomials of 
degree 2q - 1 to approximate the elevation and velocity unknowns on a mesh with 
grid-spacing h, then the approximations tend to the solutions of the weak form like 
h2q-I. To our knowledge, our error analysis of a system of shallow water equations is 
the first of its kind. 

6. Future Work. We attempted to analyze the coupled GWCE-NCME system 
of equations, but technical difficulties impeded this task. Future work will attempt to 
analyze this particular system of equations. 

Future work will also include analysis of boundary conditions such as land and sea 
boundary conditions. We will also analyze various temporal discretization schemes. 
And, we will attempt to extend the results in this paper to optimality. 

7. Acknowledgments. The authors thank Martha Carey and Amr Elbakry for 
their valuable feedback. 
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+ llx(·,T)ll
2 + (h llxll~2((0,T);1i1(0))] 

(26) 1 [ 2 211 {)0112 ~ -2 ll0llo((O,T);1il(O)) + Eh v' at 
.C2((0,T);.C2(0)) 

+ ( 1 + 
6

5

4 
Eh) I l</>l l~2((o,T);1i1(n)) + ( Cw + 32) I lxl l~2((0,T);.c2(n))] 

where Cw = 2CwerT_ 

Multiply (25) by 2erT and follow with an application of Gronwall's Lemma to 
obtain 

2 
ll

0
7Pll

2 2 
(To+ 1) II7P( ·, T)II + 2 -at + /31 ll1Pllo((O T)·1i1(0)) 

.C2((0,T);,C2(0)) ' ' 

+ I Ix(·, T)ll
2 + /32 I lxl I~2((0,T);Hl(O)) 

- { 2 211 0011
2 

( 64 ) 2 } ~ C ll0ll.c2((0,T);1i1(0)) + Eh V {)t .C2((0,T);O(O)) + 1 + 5 Eh ll</>llo((O,T);Hl(O)) 

where C = e(r+ai)T, a1 = erT (cw+ 32). 

Letting 

l'i:1 = min { (r0 + 1), 2,/31, 1,/32}, 

l'i:2 = max { 1, El, ( 1 + ~4 Eh)} 
yields 

2 118'1j;ll2 2 (27) ll1P( ·, T)II + -8t + ll1Pll.c2((0,T);1i1(0)) 
.C2((0,T);.C2(0)) 

+ llx(·,T)ll
2 + llxll~2((0,T);1i1(0)) 

~ C { 11011~2 ((0 T)·rll (0)) + 11 "v 
8
8°t 11

2 
+ I l<t>l l~2((0 T)·Hl(O))} 

' ' .C2((0,T);.C2(0)) ' ' 

with C = 15:1.C. Observe that C depends on r, k and T. 
K1 

Use the approximation result stated in Lemma 4.1, 

IIBll.c2((0,T);1i1(n)), jjv
8
8°t II , ll</>ll.c2((0,T);Hl(n)) 

.C2((0,T);C2(0)) 
< Ch£-1 

to obtain 

(28) ll1P(·,T)II + \\
0
81Pt II + ll1Pll.c2((0,r);Hl(n)) 

.C2((0,T);.C2 (0)) 

where c ~ eve. 
- e 1 + llx( ·, T)II + llxllo((o,T);Hl(n)) '.S Ch -

' 

The result of the theorem now follows by an application of the triangle inequality 
to the projection error and to the affine error (28). D 

REMARK: It is clear that stability can be proven using arguments similar to those 
used in the proof of the error estimate. 
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5. Conclusions. We have analyzed a full nonlinear coupled GWCE-CME system 
of equations. Making physically-realistic assumptions, we derived an a priori error 
estimate of the Galerkin finite element approximations to the solutions of GWCE
CME system of equations, in weak formulation, by using an £ 2 projection. This led 
to a suboptimal estimate. That is, if we use continuous, piecewise polynomials of 
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grid-spacing h, then the approximations tend to the solutions of the weak form like 
h2q-l _ To our knowledge, our error analysis of a system of shallow water equations is 
the first of its kind. 

6. Future Work. We attempted to analyze the coupled GWCE-NCME system 
of equations, but technical difficulties impeded this task. Future work will attempt to 
analyze this particular system of equations. 

Future work will also include analysis of boundary conditions such as land and sea 
boundary conditions. We will also analyze various temporal discretization schemes. 
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A. Review of Tensor Notation. Let c.p, 1/,, E ]R,2. 
The dyadic product is defined as ( c.ptp )ij = 'Pi"Pi. Thus, 

'Pl 'P2 ) 
2 • 

'P2 

23 

The dot product of a tensor with a vector is the usual matrix-vector multiplication 
result [M·w]i = Ej Mij1J.:Jj. 

The scalar product ( or double-dot product) of two tensors is defined as S:T 

Ei,j SijTij• 

The gradient of a vector is defined as {Vc.p}ij =~-For example, 

v~ (:, : ) 

The divergence of a tensor is defined as [V ·S]j = Ei 8!, Sij. Thus, 

( 

&2 &2 ) 
a~

1 + a~ 
a2 a2 
~+~ 1 2 
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